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A J-SPECTRAL FACTORIZATION APPROACH TO o’/’o CONTROL*
MICHAEL GREEN?, KEITH GLOVER, DAVID LIMEBEER?, AND JOHN DOYLE
Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of suboptimal solutions to the standard
model matching problem associated with Y( control are derived using J-spectral factorization theory. The
existence of solutions to the model matching problem is shown to be equivalent to the existence of solutions
to two coupled J-spectral factorization problems, with the second factor providing a parametrization of all
solutions to the model matching problem. The existence of the J-spectral factors is then shown to be
equivalent to the existence of nonnegative definite, stabilizing solutions to two indefinite algebraic Riccati
equations, allowing a state-space formula for a linear fractional representation of all controllers to be given.
A virtue of the approach is that a very general class of problems may be tackled within a conceptually
simple framework, and no additional auxiliary Riccati equations are required.
Key words. Y( control, J-spectral factorization, indefinite factorization, four block problems, Riccati
equations, Nehari’s Theorem
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Introduction. Since their inception, control problems have been amenable to
a variety of solution techniques. These range from the complex function theory
approaches based on Nevanlinna-Pick-Schur interpolation to operator theoretic and
state space approaches to extension problems. In the case of simple problems, like
sensitivity minimization, the relationships between these various approaches are well
understood [8], [10], [14], [18]. The considerable body of knowledge about control
problems and their solution has evolved from the interaction between these various
approaches, all of which provide solutions to the simple "Nehari type" problems which
are conceptually elegant and computationally tractable. Unfortunately, this class of
problems is too special to be of general engineering significance. In the case of more
general problems, such as the mixed sensitivity problem, the mathematical solution
was until recently more complicated, the interconnections were not well understood,
and the computational burden associated with the solution was all but prohibitive
(see [8], [10], [20]).
The J-spectral factorization approach to the problem of finding all suboptimal
controllers for the simple "Nehari type" problems is well documented [2], [4], [10]
and the approach has also been used to solve the optimal case [3]. In a recent paper
1 ], a general class of control problems is solved via several spectral and J-spectral
factorizations. The resulting algorithm is far from computationally simple. The new
solution to the problem presented in [12], however, requires just two indefinite
algebraic Riccati equations to be solved and it was observed that these were associated
with two J-factorizations.
In this paper we re-analyze the work in [1], showing that all the spectral and
J-spectral factorizations can be subsumed into just two J-spectral factorizations. The
Bart, Gohberg, and Kaashoek factorization theory [6] can then be used to associate
the existence of the appropriate J-spectral factors with the solvability of two indefinite
algebraic Riccati equations, and these can then be used to construct a generator of all
solutions.
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Concurrent with this work, several of the other approaches to 3foo control have
been generalized and entirely new connections have been uncovered. The following
remarks, which are in no way a complete survey, are intended to connect this paper
with these other developments.
The four block distance problem has been solved by Glover, Limebeer, Doyle,
Kasenally, and Safonov [12], [13], [21] using all-pass embedding. In Glover and Doyle
[12] the equivalence between maximum entropy oo control and risk sensitive control
was established, a connection observed also in [7]. Moreover, Doyle et al. [9] have
developed a state-space approach with a separation argument reminiscent of classical
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) theory. Khargonekar, Petersen, and Rotea [16] have
also considered a state feedback approach, observing a connection with LQ game
theory. The connection between game theory and J-spectral factorization is long
standing [5]. Extensions to time-varying systems using the maximum principle [25]
and LQ game theory [19] have also been made. A conjugation approach developed
by Kimura [17] is related to the J-spectral factorization method pursued here.
Note, however, that the assumptions used in the various approaches above are
not all equivalent. In particular, the assumptions used here are more general than [9],
where stronger assumptions are used for expository reasons. The optimal case is
considered only in [13], [21].
Section 1 contains preliminaries and the standard stabilizing controller parametriz-
ation theory. In 2 we analyze model matching problems of Nehari, unilateral and
bilateral type and solve these in turn via J-spectral factorization. In order to satisfy
the stability requirements it is necessary to impose an additional hitherto "unnoticed"
condition on the J-spectral factors. Specifically, we will require the (1, 1) block of the
factors to be outer. We note that Petersen and Clements [22] have also recently and
independently observed that a J-spectral factorization with outer (1, 1) block can be
associated with an o state feedback problem.
The relationship between J-spectral factorization and indefinite algebraic Riccati
equations is analyzed in 3. The results are reminiscent of existing results relating
spectral factorization and Riccati equations and are derived using canonical factoriz-
ation theory [6]. These results provide a state-space solution of the model matching
problem in 4. Section 5 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution to
the control problem to exist and a representation formula for all solutions.
cmxn, jmxn
A*
A/(A)
hmax(A)
In(A)
A_-> B, A> B
M_->N,M>N
1. Preliminaries.
1.1 Notation.
real and complex number fields
complex conjugate of s C
proper rational functions of a complex variable with complex
coefficients
m x n matrices with entries in C,
complex conjugate transpose of A
ith eigenvalue of A 6 C
largest eigenvalue of a matrix A C
inertia of A C""’.
In(A) (r(A), v(A), 8(A)) where zr(A), v(A), and 8(A) are, respec-
tively, the number of eigenvalues of A in the open right and left half
planes and on the imaginary axis
A- B C"" symmetric and positive semidefinite, positive definite
M-N t and M(jw)>-N(jto),M(flo)> N(jw),
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matrices in m, without imaginary axis poles
9Le norm: for Me [[M[[oo sup. {hmax[M(jo))*M(joo)]} 1/2
subspace of
"
matrices without poles in the right half plane
units of Y( M Y(:>M, M
M"(s)=M(-g)*
Hankel operator with symbol M
Associated with a matrix M ,,n is a state space realization"
(1.1) M(s)=D+C(sI-A)-IB [tDB.] C
If P 6 (l+,,)(p+q) is partitioned as
P q
P121(1.2) P=
P21 P22Jm
then
if(P, K) PI + P2K(I P22K)-IP2.
We say P is stabilizable if there exists such a K for which (P, K) is internally
stable (see 10]). The oo control problem we will be concerned with is to find necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of an internally stabilizing controller K such
that ]](P, K)][ < y, and when such conditions hold, to parametrize all solutions.
Finally, define the indefinite matrix Jpq(’)/) C p+q, ")/> O, by
(1.3) jpq(y)=[Ip 0 ]0
_y2iq
For convenience we will often abbreviate Jpq(y) to J.
1.2. Parametrization of all stabilizing controllers and the model matching problem.
Suppose P <t+m)<,+q is partitioned as in (1.2) and is stabilizable. Suppose P22 has
a doubly coprime factorization over:
P22 NrD-I D-IN/(1.4a)
where
Vr Ur Dr(1.4b)
-NI DI N, Vt 0
is the corresponding Bezout identity. Further
(1.4c) V U and Dr G ?, q.
-NI Dl N V
It is well known (see, e.g., [8], [10], [23]) that K is a stabilizing controller if and only
if K is given by
K2 Nr Vl Im
Q Yq’"
Substituting (1.4) and (1.5) into (P, K) we obtain
;(P, K)=P+PK(I- P2K)-1p21
(1.6) (Pll- P12U,D,P21) + (P12Dr)Q(DtP21)
Tll +T2QT2.
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Thus, the 3f control problem can be posed as a model matching problem: Given the
T0’s, find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Q Noo such that
IITal /T=OT2lloo< 3’ and, when such conditions hold, parametrize all solutions.
2. Model matching theory. In this section we solve a sequence model matching
problem of increasing generality via J-spectral factorization. The existence of a solution
to the model matching problem is shown to be equivalent to the existence of a J-spectral
factor W Y( satisfying a relation of the form G-JG W-JW in which Wll
where W is the (1, 1) block of W. The J-spectral factor W, when it exists, is shown
to parametrize all solutions to the model matching problem.
2.1. The Nehari problem. The purpose of this section is to summarize the standard
results [2], [10] relating the Nehari extension problem to J-spectral factorization. The
condition WIW is new, however, and is one that not only turns out to be
paicularly useful in the more general model matching problems we subsequently
consider, but simplifies the proofs for the Nehari case as well.
THEOREM 2.1. Let R xq. efollowing are equivalent:
2. ere exists Q q such that IIR + Qll ;
3. ere exists W +q with Wll satisfying
(2.1) G-Jpq(y)G W-#q(y)W, G Iq
Proof 12 is Nehari’s Theorem. We shall prove that 13 and that 32.
32" Suppose a W with the required propeies exists. Let V W
-
and partition
V and W conformably with G. Since V2 W2-W21WW [15, p. 656] and WI, it follows that V2 . Set Q V2(V2)
-
, giving
Hence
(+Q(+Q
0 0
=[V] V-GJGV[V0] =[V-] J[V] by (2.1)
(VV-)
-
< 0.
This implies 2.
1 3" Decompose R as R R+ + R_, with R N and strictly proper,
. Suppose, following 10], that R_ has a minimal realization R_(s) C(sI- A)-B
and P and Q satisfy the Lyapunov equations
(2.2a) AP + PA* BB*
(.b +* C* C.
Since Irll < , max(e) < 2. Define
(.3 N (--e
-
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Define X by
-A* C* -QB-1X L 7-2CPN I 0y-2B*N 0 I
It is readily verified (using the state transformation PN ]-1 on G-_JG_) that
G-_JG_=X"JX, G_=[ R_].I
Since -A* is asymptotically stable, we see that X Y(. It is also easy to verify using
(2.2) and (2.3) that the "A" matrix of X-I=-N-A*N, so X6 c. The "A" matrix
of (XI)
-
is given by
-A* y-2C*CPN.
Using (2.2) and (2.3) it is easy to establish that
N-1p-I+p-1N**=-[T-1C* Bp-1][B.p_I
which shows, since N-P-I>O, that is asymptotically stable, and consequently
XI Y(, provided (, [y-C* BP-I]) is controllable [11, Thm. 3.3]. The required
controllability is easily seen from
[ i 0][3 y-’C*]=[-A* C*]-y-2CPN T-1I
Finally, observe that
so W given by
G-
0 I 0 I
I R+]W=X 0 I
has the required properties. [3
Note that, provided y is not in the spectrum of FR, the generalization to the AAK
problem (where Q is allowed k poles in the right half plane) is simply that W- is
allowed k poles in the right half plane.
Consider the factorization (2.1). As with spectral factorization, W Y( satisfying
(2.1) is not unique, being determined only up to a J-unitary matrix (see the following
lemma). Supposing that one of these solutions has the property Wll (4c, it is
important to establish whether or not all of the other possible solutions have this
property as well. For unless the property W is an all or none affair, Theorem
2.1 will be of little practical value, as one would have to look through the class of
possible W’s in search of one with the desired Wll Y( property. Fortunately, this
is not necessary.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose W (Poo+q. Then
1. Y cg+q satisfies Y-JY W’-JW ifand only if Y AW, where A is a constant
J-unitary matrix (i.e., A*JA J).
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2. If W’1Wll- y2W"1W21->0 and Y +q satisfies Y"JY= W-JW, then Yll
if and only if Wll .
Proo Suppose Y satisfies W-JW Y-JY. Then
(2.4) (Y-)-Iw-j Jyw-1.
Since YW-1 c, it follows that YW-1= A is constant and is J-unitary by (2.4). The
converse is obvious.
Observe that WWI- y2WflWI 0 and WIWlWq1 and
Ilw  w 711  r m so A*JA=JA-1= J-A*JAj-1A* j-l, the (1, 1) block of
which is a11A y-:AI:A: L Hence All is nonsingular and [[A?A:II < y. Therefore
(I +AA2W2W]1) or, equivalently, YI AIW +AW: . For the
converse, interchange Y and W in the above argument.
Note that if G-JG W-JW and Ga 0 then the conditionWW y:WflW:
0 is satisfied. Thus, given any W such that G-JG W-JW with G as in (2.1),
the Nehari problem has a solution if and only if W . The point is that if
W11, we do not have to worry about the possibility of some other solution
Y such that G-JG Y-JY having the propey YI .
The next result is also standard [2], [10] and provides a characterization of all
solutions to suboptimal Nehari extension problems.
THEOREM 2.3. Let R q and suppose there exists W +q with Wll
satisfying (2.1), i.e., G-JG W-JW. en the set of all matrices Qq such that
R+ Q y is given by
Proo Let V=W
-
and recall V: . Suppose U , IIuIl % To prove
Q we show that Q . By (2.1), Vj-1V G-J-(G-1)-, the 2, 2 block of
which gives VIVfl-y-VV=-y-I. Hence IIv  V=lll < It follows that
(VfVIU+ I) and hence Q V(VVlU+ I) , for all U with
IIuIl % Also, with Q defined by (2.5) we have
(R+ Q)-(R+ Q) yI (QI) VG-JGV Q
(Qf)-[U-U- yI]Qf 0.
Conversely, suppose Q is such that I]R+Qll y. Define
U I I
Observe that U, are right coprime and that
I I
It follows that U is inveible in , and that U=UUe with %
Hence (2.5) holds, with Q=V, and Q=QQ and it remains to show that
U. This we do by showing that U. To see this, observe that, since
lvvlllVVll <, the winding number (around the origin) of
det{(VVlU+I)(jm)} is zero. Also V=(VVV+I)Ve N. It follows that
the winding number of det (U(jm)) is zero, giving e, since U . S
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2.2. The unilateral model matching problem. In the last section we considered a
factorization problem associated with the Nehari extension problem IIR /Oll < % In
this case the factorization problem is particularly easy because G is square and invertible
in, a fact used in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We now turn to the unilateral model
matching problem where we seek Q such that [[A +BQ< 7, where B is "tall"
(i.e., has more rows than columns), and the relevant "G" is now also "tall." A related
theorem is given in [14, p. 58].
The "tall" J-spectral factorization problem is shown to be equivalent to two
spectral factorization problems together with a "square" J-spectral factorization prob-
lem (i.e., one of Nehari type). The techniques are similar to those used elsewhere [8],
[10], [20] to reduce "two-block" distance problems to Nehari problems, but here the
interpretation is in terms of the existence of solutions to J-spectral factorization
problems.
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose
has a left inverse in. efollowing are equivalent:
1. ere exists a Q o such that IIx + BQII <
2. ere exists a W +q with Wla satisfying
(2.6)
-
J,,(y) w-J,, (y)w.
Furthermore, ifsuch a W exists, the set ofall matrices Q satisfying
is given by
(2.7) Q: QIQf ]Q1} =w-l[U]O I.’
Proof G left inveible in is equivalent to B full column rank on the imaginary
axis, so there exists Bo such that BffBo B-B. Reduce to the Nehari problem
as follows:
Let B BBff and note BSB L Let B be such that [BB] is all-pass. Then
I]A+BQI]T ,,A+ [B,B] [B;Q] 11 <,
+ < 7, R
I111< and (R1 +BoQ)(R+oQ+r<.
Thus, there exists Q eN such that +BQI< 7 if and only if:
(2.8a) Ne with N-N==I-RR= 7Iq-[I-B(BB)-B-]A;
and
(2.8b) 0(=BoQN-) such that IRN
-
+
By Theorem 2.1, there exists such that
IRN-+ < X with
such that
Note also that R (B)-B. Now observe that
It follows that W existsX and N exists (X =W[ ]-) and the theorem is proved.
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That (2.7) gives all solutions now follows from Theorem 2.3.
Remark 2.5. The condition that G (equivalently B) has a left inverse in 5 is
not necessary for there to exist a solution to the model matching problem. It is, however,
a necessary condition for the existence of W Yg such that G"JG W"JW.
2.3. The bilateral model matching problem. We now extend the constructions of
2.2 to the bilateral case. That is, we seek Q such that IIA + BQCII < % with
B "tall" and C "wide." The technique is based on reduction to the unilateral case,
and the result involves two J-spectral factorizations.
THEOREM 2.6, Suppose A P, B ,%q and C P. Suppose also that
B has a left inverse and C has a right inverse in the appropriateo spaces. Let B BB
in which B 1 is all-pass and B q. Then there exists a Qq" such
that A+BQC ]]oo < 3/if and only if
1. There exists a V d+1 with Vii d satisfying
(2.10) HJpI(T)H" =VJ,,,I(T)V~, H=
B2A II
and
2, There exists a W q+" with Wll q satisfying
(2.11) G"Jlm(T)G:W"Jqm(y)W, G .V-I.* [B0
where
(2.12) J= I,
In this case, the set of all matrices Q6qm such that IIA+ BQCII =< y is given by
(2.13) Q=Q1Q
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that B, since
[IA+BQCII<= T<=> IIB:’A+BQC I1 -<
With B we see that 1 is necessary by applying Theorem 2.4 to the problem
A* + C*0, where 0 (BQ)*.
Let Cod be such that CC= CoC and define C CIc. Let C_ be such
that [cC] is all-pass. Define R by
R= [RR2] =A
C+/-
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, the existence of V satisfying (2.10) implies that there
exists M 3 such that
T2MM- y2i R2R".
So QY( satisfies IIA+BQCII< yc=>v exists and IIM-1RI+M-1BQColI< 3/.
Assuming that the necessary condition 1 holds, we therefore need to show that there
exists Q such that IIM-R1 + M-1BQColI < y:> there exists W satisfying (2.11).
But, since C0 cg, this is just a unilateral model matching problem. By Theorem
2.4 we know that Q exists if and only if there exists Y taboo with YI dXe such that
YJY P1JPl,~ P IM-IB M-1R ]0 I
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and that y-1 "generates:’ all QCo’s. But such a Y exists if and only if there exists
W Y( with Wll Y( satisfying
W-JW-- P-JP, P P1 0 C
and furthermore W-1 "generates" all Q’s. It remains therefore to show that P-JP
G-JG, with G as in (2.11)"
(2.14)
P
0 C-1
Now observe that .*J. =-y2J-1, that .a* I and that
Co j Co HJH- VJV.
It is then easy to check that G-JG P-JP. f]
Remark 2.7. Suppose V as in part one of the Theorem exists and that G is as
given in (2.11). Since G-JG P-JP with P as in (2.14), it follows that if W satisfies
(2.11) then the condition Wl*lWll-y2W2*lW21->0 of Lemma 2.2 pa two will be
satisfied. Hence if any W satisfying (2.11) has the propey WI , then
all do.
3. J-spectral factorization theoff. In the last section we solved the model matching
problem in terms of J-spectral factorization. For the most part, the arguments made
no reference to state space ideas. It is this connection that we now investigate.
Specifically, we will relate the existence of J-spectral factors to the existence of solutions
to indefinite algebraic Riccati equations. The main tool for this work is the state space
factorization theory of Ba, Gohberg, and Kaashoek [6]. We begin with a little notation.
DEVNXON 3.1. A matrix HC2nx2n is a Hamiltonian matrix if H H**,
o
.]. If H C2"" is a Hamiltonian matrix, we say H dom (Ric) if there exists
Q C"" and A C"" such that
with A asymptotically stable (i.e., In (A) (0, n, 0)). If H e dom (Ric), then Q Ric (H)
is Hermitian and satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation
with
QH1, + H*11Q+ QHI2Q- H, :0
Hll + HlzQ A asymptotically stable.
We now prove the equivalence between J-spectral factorization and the solution of
indefinite Riccati equations. A related result is in [5].
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose GE+q)x(m+t) is given by the realization G(s)=
D+C(sI-A)-IB, with A6C asymptotically stable (i.e., In (A)=(0, n, 0)). Then
there exists a W cg such that
(3.1) G-Jpq( T)G W-Jmt(T)W
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if and only if:
1. There exists a nonsingular matrix Woo C(m/)(m+) such that
(3.2)
and
2. H dom (Ric), where
(3.3) H
-C*JC
Here, J Jpq (,) ).
D*Jpq(T)D W*ooJm,( y) Woo
-A* -C*JD (D*JD) D*JC B*].
In this case W Ygoo satisfies (3.1) if and only if, for some solution Woo of (3.2),
W is given by
(3.4a)
where
(3.4b)
(3.4c)
Proof. Suppose
W(s) Wo+ L(sI-A)-’B
L= Jn(T) W*(D*Jpq(’y)C -t- B’Q)
Q Ric (H).
1 and 2 hold. Then Q=Ric(H) implies that A-
B(D*JD)-[D*JC + B’Q]= A-BWLIL is asymptotically stable. It follows, with W
defined by (3.4), that We Woo. Now note that the Riccati equation for Q can be
written as
(3.5) QA + A*Q + C*JC L*JL 0
with L as in (3.4b). Hence
W-JW W*+ B*(-sI A*)-IL*]J[ Woo + L(sI A)
-
B]
D*JD + D*JC + B* Q](sI A)-’B + B*(-sI A*)-I[C*JD + QB]
-B*(-sI a*)-l[ Q(sI A) + (-sI A*)Q C*JC](sI A)-IB
[D* + B*(-sI A*)-’ C*]J[D + C(sI A)-’B]
G-JG.
That (3.4) gives all W follows from Lemma 2.2.
Now suppose there exists We Woo such that G-JG =W-JW. It follows by
evaluating (3.1) at s oe that (3.2) has a solution Woo= W(oo). Let M G-JG, M+
W-J and M_=W. We then have M=M+M_, M_ oo, M oo, which is a
canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization of M. To establish that H dom (Ric), we use the
factorization theorem of Bart, Gohberg, and Kaashoek [6] (see also [10, Chap. 7]).
The relevant result is the following theorem.
THEOREM (BGK). Suppose M=/q- (SI--,Z)-I/ with (,, , ) minimal,
C nn. Then M has a canonical Wiener-Hopffactorization if and only if l is invertible,, and=-1-1 have no imagina, ry axis eigenvalues and X+(,A) and X_()
are complementary (i.e.,,, X+() fl X_(A) {0} and X+() U X_(A) Cn), where
X+(A) respectively, X_(A)) is the subspace of C spanned by the generalized eigenvectors
ofA corresponding to eigenvalues A ofA such that Re (A) > 0 (respectively, Re (A) < 0).
The problem in applying this theorem in our case is that the realization of
M G-JG is not required to be minimal under our assumptions. The assumption that
A is asymptotically stable in the realization (3.1) allows us to avoid the minimality
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condition by applying the BGK theorem to a minimal realization of M G"JG and
then showing that the dilation to the original realization does not destroy the com-
plementarity of the subspaces. We are going to do this in two steps: First we assume
that (A, B) is controllable in the realization of G.
Temporary assumption. (A, B) controllable.
Since A is asymptotically stable, there exists P---P* (unique) such that
PA + A*P + C*JC O.
It follows that G’-JG is given by
sIA 0 B 1(3.6) G’-JG 0 -A* -K* K =D*JC+B*P.K B* O*JO
Since (A, B) is controllable, the unobservable (respectively, uncontrollable) modes of
the realization (3.6) are the unobservable modes of (K, A) (respectively, uncontrollable
modes of (-A*, -K*)).
Therefore, without loss of generality suppose A, B, C are such that
(3.7) A= A 0 B= K=[K 0] (K,A) observable.[.A A; B
A minimal realization of G"JG is given by
By the BGK theorem, since J has a canonical factorization, the Hamiltonian
matrix =
--
has no imaginary axis eigenvalues. Hence there exists non-
singular matrix such that
(3.9) =T, T=[T Ta] Re{Ii(T)}<0, Re{I(T3)}>0i=I n.0 T3
Paition X conformably with T. We see from (3.8) and (3.9) that
X+()=Im
I
and X_(A)=Im
By the BGK theorem X+() and X_() are complementary, i.e.,
( 0 [2, lJ nonsingular.
Hence d XX Ric (A).
Now return to the realization (3.6) with (A, B, K) as in (3.7). Consider
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Observe that
0 0
I I
H
0 0 0
and furthermore, with H as in (3.3) we have that [Jp ]H[p ]=/. It follows
that H dom (Ric) and Q Ric (H) [o ] + P.
Removal of the controllability assumption. Suppose (A, B, C) is in controllable
canonical form:
0 A22
B (All,/]1) controllable, C C C2]
and define by
(3.12) H=
-C* JC1 -A’11
B1 ] 1[C*I JD (D*JD)- D*JC1 B*I ].
Applying the above result (i.e., with the controllability assumption), we have
dom (Ric) and so there exists t such that
with asymptotically stable (i.e., In ()= (0, n, 0)).
Now consider H defined by (3.3). Since (A, B, C) is in controllable canonical form,
H is as follows"
/-11 H12 /12 0
0 A22 0 0
H21 H32 -H*ll 0
H3"2 H42-H1"2
Since =/-11 -+-/120 and A22 are asymptotically stable, there exist Q12 and Q22 such
that
Q12A22 + i* 012 H32- 0H12
Q22A22 + A*22Q22 H42- H1*2012 Q1*2(H12 +/-r12 Q12),
it follows that
H
I 0 I H12 + H12Q12
A22
and we see that H dom (Ric).
4. State-space solution of the model matching problem. We are now ready to apply
the J-spectral factorization results to the model matching problem associated via (1.6)
with the standard generalized regulator problem [8], [10], [23].
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4.1. State-space preliminaries. Throughout the remainder of the paper we will
assume that P(s) has state-space realization given by
IAi BI BDo21(4.1) V Cl 0C2 D
where we assume"
A1. (A, B2) is stabilizable and (C2, A) is detectable.
A2. D*.D12 I and D21D*21 I. We will also denote the unitary completions of
D12 and D12 as D_ and D+/-.
As has already been noted [24], [13], the assumption implicit in (4.1) that Dll 0,
D22 0 can be made without loss of generalitymby using a loop shifting argument
which in the present context amounts to solving the factorization at c problem first
(see (3.2)) and introducing a (-/-dependent) change of variables. It is of course also
possible to directly tackle the factorizations without assuming any special structure
for D, but this considerably increases the length of the calculations.
By A1, there exist state feedback and output injection matrices F and H such
that A-B2F and A-HC2 are asymptotically stable. A doubly coprime factorization
of P2, i.e.,
p22 NrD-I= D-INt
with
-u,
-Nt I
is given by
(4.2)
A BaF B2
--Ul L
-F I
V C 0
We then get the Tij’s of the associated model matching problem as [8], [10], [23]
(4.3)
IT21
A-B2F B2F
0 A- HC:
C1-DIF DlzF
0 C2
0 D2
D21 0
LEMMA 4.1. T21 (respectively, T12 has a right (respectively, left) inverse ino if
and only if [A)I BD,] has full row rank (respectively, [a-a1 2c, D,2] has full column rank)
for all A + A O.
Proof T right invertible in =>TI(A) full row rank for all A +)t 0. Since
A-HC is asymptotically stable, (A- HC2- AI) is nonsingular for any A + 0. Hence
for Z+=0,
u*T21(h 0, U 0
:[x* u*][A-HC2-AI B,-HD21]=O,C2 D21
0 C D:I
x0, u0
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4.2. A unilateral model matching problem. We now derive necessary and sufficient
conditions, in terms of a nonnegative definiteness condition on the solution of an
indefinite Riccati equation, for the existence of Q such that IITl +QT2III < %
We do this via Theorems 2.4 and 3.2. Consider H defined by
(4.4) H=IT21 0 1Tll II
By Theorem 2.4, applied to the matrix G(s)= H(g)*, we need to solve the following
factorization problem.
FACTORIZATION PROBLEM P1. With H6’+l)(p+t) defined by (4.4), find
V cy(+l with Vii 6 such that
(4.5) HJpI(y)H’- VJm/(y)V".
THEOREM 4.2. Let H be as in (4.4). Then Problem P1 has a solution if and only if
HE dom (Ric) and Ric (HE) >= 0, where
A* C* Cl S-1 DIB*I(4.6) Hy
-BIB* -B1D*21 0 0 C
(J--Jpl()). In this case, a solution V to Problem P1 is given by
[ D 0Iv(4.7) V= -PIUIDI I
where
(4.8a) V= C lm 0
C 0 I
and
(4.8b) M [M M2] YC*+ B1 D2"1 y-2 yc.]
with
(4.8c) Y= Ric (Hy).
Proof Write H as
(4.9) H=H1H2
where
(4.10a)
(4.10b)
I A-B2FH= 0C1-D12F H1I 00 I
I A- HC2H: C2 B HD21 0 ]DI 0 J0 I
Since H1 g and has the particular form H1 --[x ], we see that V solves Problem
P1 if and only if there exists V with (V2)al qdW such that HflH" V2JV"
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V and V2 are related via V H1Va. Applying Theorem 3.2, we see that Hy E dom (Ric)
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of Va E Y(, and that Va is given by
(4.11) I A-HC2C1 M1-H M2]L 00 i,
with M as in (4.8b).
We now claim (V2) 0OO1 goo Ric (Hy) >- O. Since (A- HC2) is asymptoti-
cally stable, it follows that (Va),, c’dY(ooC:A-M1Ca is asymptotically stable. We
therefore need to show that A-MCa is asymptotically stable cV Y>-0. To see this,
write the Riccati equation for Yoo as
(4.12) AY+ YA*+ BB* MJM* O.
Since M1 YooC* + B1D*l we see that
(4.13) MIM*I YooC*2M*I +MIC2Y- YooC*2C2Y2+B1D*21D21B*1.
Substituting into (4.12) we obtain
(4.14) (A-M1Ca)Yo+ Y(A-MICa)*+[YooC*2 yM2 B1/)*] yM*
/_B
Since (A-M1Cz-M2CI) is asymptotically stable, (A-MICz, M2) is stabilizable.
Hence [26, Lemma 12.2], Yoo>=OCz(A-MC2) is asymptotically stable.
It remains to verify the formula (4.7) for V- HV2. This is easily done via a state
space calculation. [3
Remark 4.3. The decomposition of V in (4.7) is analogous to the decomposition
of H as
(4.15) H=
-P12U/D/ I [Pll
(see (1.6)). it follows that V1 is a solution to the J-factorization observed in [12], namely
(4.16) V1JV PI I Pll I 2.
Remark 4.4. A necessary condition for Hgdom (Ric) is that Hy have no
imaginary axis eigenvalues. It is not difficult to show that a necessary condition for
FA--AI Bthis is that c2 D2,] be full row rank for all A + 0, since
B1] -O=x* (A- BID*Ca) --OD2 and x* B,(I- D*Da,)=O
:==>[0 X*l]Hy= A[O x*].
An alternative view of this necessary condition is obtained by considering the J-spectral
factorization directly, since a necessary condition for the factorization (4.5) to exist
(with V e q32() is that H (equivalently T21) be right invertible in.This is equivalent
to [A- ,c D] full row rank for all A + by Lemma 4.1.
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Remark 4.5. The problem of finding Q Yf such that [[Tll nt-T12Qllc< 3/ can
be tackled in an entirely analogous way, applying Theorem 3.2 to the matrix
The relevant conditions are:
1. Hx dom (Ric), where
[ A 0 ] [ B2 B1]j_I[D*2C B*2](4.18) Hx
_CfC -A*
-C*1012 0 0 B*I
2. X=Ric(Hx)>-_O.
The factorization dual to (4.16), i.e.,
(4.19)
0 I
J
I
X Qcx3, Xll Qocc
is the factorization associated with the state feedback problem in [22], where P is
assumed stable.
4.3. A bilateral model matching problem. We derive necessary and sufficient condi-
tions, in terms of nonnegative definiteness conditions on the solutions of two indefinite
Riccati equations, for the existence of QY( such that []T11+T2QT2II< y. The
first Riccati equation is associated with the factorization Problem P1 in 4.2 (see (4.6)),
which we will, in this section, assume has a solution. The second Riccati equation is
associated with the factorization of the matrix
(4.20) G "V-1]* [T120 Im0].
By Theorem 2.6, we need to solve the following factorization problem.
FACTORIZATION PROBLEM P2. With G defined by (4.20), find We (qoz+m with
W q such that
(4.21) G"JI,(T)G= W"Jq,,, (y)W.
THEOREM 4.6. Let G be as in (4.20). Then Problem P2 has a solution if and only
if Hz dom (Ric) and Ric(Hz)=>0, where
(4.22) Hz=[A-MzCi 0 ] [B2-M2D12 M1]
-C$1C1 -(A- M2C1)*
-CD12 0
j-1
D*2C1 (82- M2D12)*’]
x
(J Jl,( Y)). In this case, W is given by
(4.23a) W W Nr
where
(4.23b) F A- M1C2- M2CW1 [ L1L2
82- M2D12
I
0
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and
(4.24a) L
L2 _( C2
__
/-2M, Zo)
with
(4.24b) Z Pdc Hz ).
Thus,
Proof First, consider the formula for G in light of the fact that V is given by (4.7).
P12U/ I 0 I
--’VT"*[ -P’=u’lrP’=D’ o]DT’ Jl 0 I’
yvTly: P,2 0 Dr
-P2 I Nr VI
Dr(4.25) G-- G1 Nr Vl
since TI P12D,.
where
using (1.4).
(4.26a) G1 .V-,., [ P2 0]
-P22 I
A-MC-MC B-MD M
(4.26b) C D2 0
-C2 0 I
Since [ -v,] e there exists W e such that G-JG W"./W if and only if W
is given by (4.23a), where W satisfies
(4.27) G’JG1 WlJWl
Using the realization (4.26b) and Theorem 3.2, there exists W satisfying (4.27)
if and only if Hz dom (Ric), and in this case, W1 given by (4.23b) satisfies (4.27).
Let us now consider necessary and sufficient conditions for Wll .
Using (4.23), (4.2) and the state transformation [ o] the following realization
for W is obtained:
(4.28a) W
where
(4.28b) ,=[A-M2C-(B2-M2D12)F-(B2-M2D2)F+MIC2]M2( C1 DI2F) A M2D12F- M1 C2
(4.28c) =[B2-M2D12M1 ]M2D2 H- M1
L F(4.28d) d= L+C’ C2
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The "A" matrix of W- is therefore
.= rA- M9.C1-(B2- MDI2)L1(4.29) M2( C1 D12L1)
Rewrite the Riccati equation for Zo as:
M1 C2 1
A- M1C2J"
Z[A- M2CI-(B MD,)L1]+[A- MC,-(B- MeD,)L,]*Z
(4.30)
+ Z[(B MuD,)(B M2DI)* + T-2MIM*]Z+ C*(I D12D)C1 0.
Using (4.14), (4.30), and M =-y-YC*I, we therefore have
0 5/21 0 Y + 0 Y 0 5/21
Yoo -C* D12(4.31)
x k -C*D -C* 0
YC
Temporary assumption. Y nonsingular. With Y nonsingular, define
0 yl
Since A- is asymptotically stable, ([L+ C C], A) is detectable. Observing that
L+ C=--MZ it follows from (4.31) and [26, Lemma 12.2] that is asymptoti-
cally stable 0.
Removal of temporary assumption. Suppose, without loss of generality, the realiz-
ation (A, B, C) is such that Y is of the form
Y=[0 ;]’ nonsingular.
It follows from (4.14) that A-MC is upper triangular:
A MC [X XI X asymptotically stable.0 XJ’
Fuhermore, we see from (4.29), since M
--
YC, that is also upper triangular:
[ 11 AI=lo
Applying the Y nonsingulr argument to the 1, 1 block gives A asymptotically
stableZ0, and hence A is asymptotically stableZ0.
Remark 4.7. The structure (4.23a) ofW is of great significance, as we now explain.
Recall from Theorem 2.6 that all matrices QE such that IIT, +T2QT2[I are
given by
Q QQ, w U with
where W solves Problem P2. Also recall, from (1.5), that all stabilizing controllers are
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given by
K KIKi,
It follows from (4.23a) that all stabilizing controllers K such that o(P, K)lloo_-< 3’ are
given by
(4.33) K=K1K-1 IKII---W-I [U/I Uoo with2
5. The controller generator. Theorem 4.6 gives necessary and sufficient conditions
for internally stabilizing controllers K such that (P, K)I1 < 7 to exist. Furthermore,
(4.23b) and (4.33) provide a representation formula for all such controllers. The result
we give in this section provides an alternative formula for controllers; there will be
two changes. First, we will replace Zoo by an equivalent expression, since Zoo--
Xoo(I-y-ZYooXoo) -1, and second, we will transform the formula (4.33) into an
equivalent feedback form more typical in the engineering literature.
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose P(s) is given by the realization (4.1), that assumptions A1
and A2 hold and that
A3.
C D C Dl
are, respectively, full column and row rank for all A + O. Then there exists a rational
matrix K such that if(P, K) is internally stable and lift(P, K)II< if and only if
Hx dom (Ric), Hy dom Ric) and
2(5.1a) Xoo->_0, Yoo->_0 and Amax(XYoo)< T
where
(5.1b) Xoo= Ric (Hx), Yoo= Ric (Hy)
with Hy and Hx as in (4.6) and (4.18).
Furthermore, when the conditions (5.1) hold, all controllers K such that (P, K) is
internally stable and II(P, K)II -< are given by
(5.2) K= (K,, U) U with ttUIIoo-< 3’
where
(5.3a) Ka Ckl 0 I
Ck I 0
with
(5.3b)
(5.3c)
Proof We have already proved that y-suboptimal controllers K exist c:>Q Yt
exists such that [ITI +T12QTII < 3":, Hy and Hz dom (Ric) with Yoo->_ 0 and Z>_- 0
(provided Tl and Tl have right and left inverses in Yt, which is assured by Lemma
4.1 and A3).
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We need to show, given Hydom(Ric) and Yoo=Ric(Hy)>-0, that
Hzdom(Ric) and Z=Ric(Hz)>=OCr>Hxdom(Ric). X=Ric(Hx)>=O and
/max(Xeo Ye) <7 ,)/2.
Observe that
(5.4) 0 Hz 0 I
Suppose Hxdom(Ric), Xoo=Ric(Hx)=>0 and max(Xoogoo)<’’2. Then
(I-y-2yooxoo) is nonsingular, and from (5.4) we see that Hzdom (Ric), with
Z= Ric (Hz)= X(I- y-zYX)-. To see that Z0, note that
z(-x )+(-x )*z+(x+x) 0.
It follows [11, Thm. 3.3, pa 3] that Z0, since (-2 YX-I) is asymptotically
stable.
Conversely, suppose Hz dom (Ric) andZ Ric (Hz) O. Hence (I+ y-2ZY)
is nonsingular and from (5.4), Hx dom (Ric) with
X Ric (Hx) (I + y-ZY)-Z Z(I + y-2 YZ)-’.
Clearly X0 and we see that max(XY)< 2 since
X(Xy)=X,{(i+y_2Zy)_,Zy}=y2 A,(ZY)V2+Ai(zr)"
This concludes the proof of the necessary and sucient conditions for the existence
of K.
By Remark 4.7, K is given by
() KK1K [K1] =wl [y], Uwith [[U,,(.K2
Defining X W[, we can equivalently write
K o%(Ka, U), U Y( with
where
0 0 I
Rewrite L in (4.24a) as
(5.7) D*2C + B*X ] (I-y"2 YooXo)) -1L=
_( C2 + ,y_2D21B, X)
A straightforward state space calculation using (4.23) and (5.7) will reveal that a
realization for Ka in (5.6) is indeed given by (5.3).
We note here that this theorem agrees with others derived recently, such as [9],
[123, [133, [213.
6. Conclusion. In this paper the J-spectral factorization approach to suboptimal
Y(oo control problems of "Nehari"/"one.block"/"first kind" type has been extended
to the general case.
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The existence of solutions was shown to be equivalent to the existence of solutions
to two coupled J-spectral factorization problems with the additional property that the
(1, 1) block of both J-spectral factors be outer. The second of these J-spectral factors
was shown to generate all solutions to the Y( control problem.
The existence of the J-spectral factors was then shown to be equivalent to the
existence ofnonnegative definite, stabilizing solutions to two indefinite algebraic Riccati
equations. This allowed an explicit state space formula for a generator of all solutions
to the suboptimal Y(o control problem to be given.
The approach in this paper can easily be extended to AAK type problems where
k poles are allowed in the right half plane, with the proviso that one avoids the singular
points (i.e., y-optimal, the spectrum of the underlying Hankel operator, etc.). The
change is that, instead of being outer, the inverse of the (1, 1) block of the J-spectral
factors is required to be in Yg(k) (i.e., no more than k poles in the right half plane).
The singular (optimal) case is, however, more involved, as a noncanonical factorization
is required.
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